


so nice to see you !

hello
sunshine

Linen bluchers with jute base and laces
(S. 3.5C-11.5C) £28.95 Canvas espadrilles with elastic band (S. 4.5C-3.5A) £22.95 
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Our kids are more than ready
to take advantage of your rays and
your warmth to play outside and embark
on new adventures.

Of course, we have loads of
energy in our bodies to expend on all
the super cool plans that we have in
mind. Our kids don’t stop! And
to keep up with them, they need to be
equipped with the best of the New
Spring Summer Collection from
Pisamonas.

Discover the new arrivals that the
little ones and big ones alike will love:
bluchers with jute details, perfect sandals 
in a big size range, the most colourful and 
summery trainers to go with any look... 
and loads of jelly sandals to look good on 
the beach and at the pool!

At Pisamonas we love being 
with your kids throughout their childhood 
from the moment they are born, they 
take their first steps to when they grow 
up! That’s why our selection
of sizes ranges from size 0.5C up 
to adult sizes.

New season, new timeless and
classic designs, new colours...
and new patterns! Butterflies,
ice creams, anchors, seahorses,
little flowers and gingham...
you won’t know what to choose!



to remember

with

picnics

riptape
Recycled canvas trainers with straps (T. 5.5C-11.5C)
£30.95

Canvas trainers with leather detail (S. 3.5C-11.5C)
from £33.95

Low-cut linen Mary Janes with fastener  (T. 8.5C-3.5A)
from £32.95

Gingham bow Mary Janes 
with riptape fastener
(S.3C-8.5C) £27.95

Spotty Mary Janes with espadrille sole (S. 3.5C-13C)
 from £27.95



where are we going on

Anchor trainers with colour laces (S. 4.5C-11.5C)
£28.95

Side stripes trainers with split suede fastening
(S. 3.5C-13C) from £38.95

holidays? countryside...

… or city?

Canvas trainers with laces and espadrille soles
(S. 3.5C-2A) from  £27.95

Double hook and loop trainers with eyes
(T. 3C-8.5C) from  £33.95

Linen bluchers with jute laces and base(S. 3.5C-11.5C)
£28.95



with my cousins

Bluchers with jute toe and elastic laces
(S. 6C-5A) from £31.95

Recycled canvas eco ballet pumps with trim (S. 13C-5A)
£30.95

Canvas bluchers with two-tone jute sole (S. 6C-5A)
from £30.95

mischief

Linen Mary Janes with cream bow (S. 7.5C-3.5A)
from £29.95 



Linen trainers with laces (S7.5C-2A)
from £29.95

Canvas Mary Janes with thin sole and riptape (S.2C-6C) 
£23.95

Bluchers with daisy pattern and jute sole (S. 5.5C-11.5C) 
from £31.95

Patterned espadrilles with buckle fastener (S. 3.5C-10C) 
£26.95spirit 

new

free

patterns



Vichy and split suede trainers 
with double adherent strap
(S. 5.5C-11.5C)
£33.95

White trainers without laces and 
colour sole (S. 3C-8.5C) 
£25.95

Gingham bow Mary janes with hook-
and-loop fastening (S. 3C-8.5C)
£27.95

everywhere !
gingham

Gingham trainers without laces (S. 3C-8.5C)
£25.95

Rubber toe mary janes with riptape closure (S. 7C-12.5C)
from £27.95 

shall we call
grandpa and grandma?



Worn effect slip on trainers (S. 7C-9A) 
from £28.95

the best
memories



let ’s play
together

Linen and nobutex trainers with
hook and loop fasteners (S. 4.5C-11C)

from £35.95 

Canvas trainers with elastic and heel detail
(S. 7C-13C) from £33.95 

Leather sandals with buckle closure (S. 2.5A-7.5A)
£46.95

Gingham trainers with laces and rubber toe
(S. 5.5C-11.5C) £27.95 

ready, set…
GO!



Patterned menorcan sandals with strap (T. 5.5C-13C)
from £33.95

does anybody fancy an
ice cream?

Nappa menorcan sandals (S. 7.5C-10A)
from £28.95

Nappa Menorcan sandals with riptape (S. 3C-2A)
from £29.95



Recycled canvas espadrilles with leather type strip (S. 5.5C-11.5C)
£31.95

Canvas trainers with metallic dots (S. 3C-8.5C)
£23.95

Roman leather sandals (S. 11C-6A)
£43.95

Espadrilles with frills and leather type stra
(S. 6C-13C) from £32.95

it ’s a girl

super
thing

soft

Leather sandals with middle strap
and studs (S. 2.5A-7.5A) £48.95 

Split leather sandals with multi-coloured strip
 (S. 7.5C-2A) from £38.95 

Elastic leather ballet pumps with ankle strap (S. 11.5C-7.5A)
from £42.95



lo más
fresco

Leather sandals
with circles (S. 11.5C-5A)
£43.95

Leather sandals
with eco sole (S. 10C-3A)
from £42.95

Nappa sandals
with bio-ergonomic sole (S.7C-2.5A) 
from £39.95 

Herringbone espadrilles (S. 2A-10.5A)
£28.95

Canvas espadrilles with elastic band (S. 4.5C-3.5A) 
£22.95

we love 
warm days



don’t  forget  their  favourites...
we're packed!

Linen espadrilles with rustic bow (S. 7.5C-2A) 
£36.95

Goya espadrilles with straps (Size (T. 10C-7.5A)  
from £36.95 €

Espadrilles with frills and strap (S. 2C-5.5C) £31.95

Gladiator-style split leather
sandals (S. 11C-5A)  

from £42.95 



Trainer-type jelly sandals with riptape
(S.3.5C-13C) £25.95

Star sandals in powdery colours (S. 7C-5A)
£28.95

Sliders in powdery colours (S. 3A-7.5A)
£30.95 

Jelly sandals with glitter (S. 3A-7.5A)
£30.95

Neoprene-style trainers
with patterns (S. 3.5C-11.5C)
£23,95 €

Tobby solid jelly sandals with riptape (S. 3C-11C)
£23.95

ready, set ...
splash!



www.pisamonas.co.uk


